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Chairman’s Report
The AGM is behind us and we have a refreshed Excom 
ready for the new year. We will continue to build on the work 
of the previous committees – what we do is very much an 
evolutionary process – and in particular will be completing 
projects begun by the last committee. The members’ survey 
will continue to provide direction for portfolio holder decision-
making. The survey fed directly into the strategy document, 
which is intended to be a living document to generate and 
capture ideas for Excom to fulfil its brief, and to set priorities 
and budgets. The document suggests a simple measure to 
direct our activities – the increase in value of house prices in 
the Marina.

Informed by the direction provided by the survey, portfolio 
holders made a great deal of progress. Security was 
acknowledged as the most important issue, and you will be 
aware of the efforts of many residents in improving security in 
their part of the Marina. Dieter Dolinschek has taken over the 
Security portfolio from Robin Carlisle, who will continue to be 
active within the Guardian’s team. The initiative to build on the 
existing security structures to bring us up to the levels of the 
surrounding areas remains, a task that will take time and a 
great deal of effort.

The work of the Standards portfolio is critical to the 
maintenance of property values. Our team has made significant 
inroads in the number of standards breaches, and several long 
standing problems have either been resolved or on the way to 
resolution. A law firm assists us in enforcing standards. Recent 
news is that Richard Currie has accepted a new position closer 
to his home, and will be leaving us at the end of August. We 
have appointed a new Standards Officer, Bob Bedingham. 
You will have seen Richard and Bob working in tandem during 
August.

The maintenance of the open spaces is key to maintaining 
Marina values so we propose to make further investments in 
this area. Our communications team has made good progress 
in developing new platforms for communicating with residents. 

Communications is a vital component of security initiatives.

Summaries of portfolio holders’ activities appear in the portfolio 
reports and more detailed versions are on the Marina website 
(see ExCom@Work).

Peter Ferry, our auditor for 36 years, has resigned and, as 
agreed at the AGM, will assist in the confirmation/selection of 
an auditor for the 2017 financial year. We give special thanks to 
him for his services and appreciate his guidance and dedication 
to the affairs of the Marina over many years. 

We thank Tony Kiley (Archcom) for new insights and input 
during his tenure. Alan Hepple replaced Tony. We thank Alan 
and Eduardo Nunes for ensuring that our environment keeps its 
unique Marina look and feel.

Steve Padmore (Uitsig portfolio) and George Ellis (Strategy 
portfolio), left the Marina so resigned during the last year. 
Bob Craske, Sandy Richards and Robin Carlisle have not 
stood for the new committee. Mike Ryder will not be taking up 
his position on the incoming Excom. All are thanked for the 
energetic and professional way they handled their portfolios. 
We welcome newcomers to Excom - Dieter Dolinschek, Lathif 
Gafoor, Angus Hemp and Trish Naidu.

Councillor Dave D’Alton retires in August. Dave walked many 
a problem though Council offices on our behalf. Thanks go 
to Dave for his support and we wish him a long and happy 
retirement. We thank Council employees for their support and 
assistance.

Marcia continues to manage daily affairs with competence 
and without drama. Thanks to her for making my role simpler. 
Richard has done a difficult job with tact, understanding and a 
smile, and leaves us with our best wishes.

The new year will bring new challenges – we thank you for your 
understanding and support.

Boudje Giljam
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Disclaimer: Neither the editor, designer, publisher or any 
member of the Marina da Gama Executive Committee take any 
responsibility for the content in the Marina da Gama Newsletter. 
It is an implied and agreed to condition that all who contribute do 
so in good faith with honest intent and with respect to accuracy 
of content. Content and opinions and such like published 
in the local newsletter, are the responsibility of and for the 
accountability of the author whose submissions are published.

Profiles of new Excom Committee 
members 
Communications (Events 
& Social Media) Portfolio : 
Trishanta Naidu
What’s not to love about the 
Marina! There are lovely people 
all around. We are surrounded 
with neat white houses, beauti-
ful parks, the greenery and not 
forgetting the amazing vlei. These 
are just some of the things that 
I enjoy about the Marina. There-
fore, to assist in keeping this place as awesome as it is, I have 
agreed to be nominated to assist with event co-ordination for 
Excom.

I am from KZN and moved to Cape Town in 2012 as part 
of a new venture in life and I haven’t regretted it. I count my 
occupation as a blessing as I get to what do I love. I am in the 
IT sector. I also try my best to do service to the community, the 
elderly and animals.

Making your home and or neighbourhood comfortable and 
safe is what I regard as top priority, therefore when the Uitsig 
Neighbourhood Watch started, I jumped to the opportunity and I 
have been with them ever since.

As I said in the UNW newsletter - building a family-like 
community, based on safety, respect and honour for our fellow 
neighbours, is something I will continue to strive for.

Security & Street Reps 
Portfolio : Dieter Dolinschek
I am married to Pauline and have 
three grown sons, two dogs and a 
spoiled cat. I am close to retiring as 
a Quantity Surveyor/Construction 
Project Manager who moved into 
the Marina 8 years ago as a cheap 
temporary place to stay for a few 

years. Due to various reasons we ended staying longer than 
anticipated, and slowly got drawn into neighbourhood activities.

I have been active in the Uitsig Neighbourhood Watch (UNW) 
night shift for about 2 years and was voted onto the committee 
as vice chairman this year. I actively participate in UNW events 
and enjoy them immensely, as it gives us all a chance to meet 
and interact with our neighbours. As a contractor working all 
around the country, I never stayed in one place long enough 
to make good friends, and this has now happened through the 
NHW and its activities.

My vision is to see a united Marina da Gama, residents actively 
being involved in community activities and supporting local 
business and projects where possible. We are facing tough 
times, in terms of decreasing work opportunities, very visible 
differences in terms of values, cultures and the ever increasing 
crime rate. The only way we can make a change is if we stand, 
understand and support each other in whichever way we can, 
build a strong community and learn to treat all those around us 
with respect.

Uitsig, Operations & Strategy 
Portfolio : Lathif Gafoor
I bring relevant experience to the 
Marina ExCom - I worked with 
Cherry Giljam on the Zandvlei Trust 
and interact with personnel in the 
Zandvlei Nature Reserve on issues 
connected to the UITSIG park and 
waterways.

I have also been involved in sports administration and was 
a school teacher before venturing into the commercial world 
where I successfully ran and sold various businesses as going 
concerns. I worked with the team constructing the freeway 
connecting Mooi River (in the Natal Midlands) to Howick, in a 
road surveying capacity. 

As a family, we hailed from an impoverished background and 
found our space in society to uplift others and ourselves. I 
served with the Child Welfare Society. I played a political role in 
the anti-Apartheid struggle in various concerns connected with 
education, raised and distributed finance, amongst others.

Periodically, I invite people to my house to discuss topics which 
bring together people of divergent viewpoints with a common 
purpose of promoting respect for one another irrespective 
of backgrounds. I work towards elevating humanity through 
encouraging mutual understanding.

These are some of my involvements which have given me a 
wide perspective on life.

Waterways & ZPAAC Portfolio : 
Angus Hemp
I have owned a home on Uitsig 
Peninsula since 1994 which my wife 
Frances and I used regularly for 
weekend and weekday canoeing, 
birdwatching and holidays. (We lived 
20 minutes away in Pinelands). We 
took up full time residence here in 
2016. 

I joined Peninsula Canoe Club/Zandvlei Sports Club in 1978 
and have been training and racing canoes here ever since then. 
We have done the CWAC bird counts of the Marina canals by 
canoe on a regular basis for many years and we belong to the 
Zandvlei Trust.

I am a mining engineer and we settled in Cape Town in 
1972 where, after completing an MBA, I was employed until 
retirement in the quarry industry around Cape Town and the 
West coast.
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Message from the Editor
I extend a warm welcome to the new committee members 
and sincere thanks to all whose voluntary hard work and 
achievements have gone far in helping to make life at the 
Marina da Gama safer and more pleasurable for all.

This is another bumper issue for your information and 
enjoyment. For our December issue, I would like to feature 
more profiles on the lives and achievements of the great 
people living in our streets, and include more stunning 
illustrations and photographs (with captions) of nature’s 
abundance (flowers, fish, ducks, birds and so on) which 
we share our home with. Inspiring articles and those which 
stretch our minds, are also welcome, as are articles and 
photos of residents at play and enjoying leisure and sporting 
activities in the Marina. Please start emailing me your 
contributions.

I urge you to take safety seriously, be vigilant and report 
all crimes so that we can continue to work with you to 
keep everyone safe. Furthermore, the R30 a month each 
household is required to contribute to the levies is not much 
for us to do anything with so please make sure you have 
honoured your debts and pay your arrears immediately. 
Finally, we need all email addresses for those who have not 
yet passed them on to the office – please do so to assist us 
in keeping you informed.

I send you joy and blessings 
as you prepare for another 
great summer in our very 
special “home” here.

Susan Haywood

Pedal Boats: 
Sales, Repairs, Cleaning & servicing 

Sales & servicing of outboard motors and all 
Marina craft

Ph Tony 021 788 7178 or 083 538 9303

Servicing Marina boats since 1995
Marina Craft 

AGM Resolutions
A summary of the resolutions, that affect you directly as a 
member, were approved at the annual general meeting of 
members held on the 25th July 2016 :

• All nominations to EXCOM to be received by EXCOM 28 
days prior to the meeting – this will allow for the names 
and a short CV of nominees to EXCOM to be distributed 
timeously to members.

• In accordance with the Municipal By-Law, Section 62(1)
(a)(viii), the Association can withhold consent and prohibit 
transfer of a property if the owner is not up-to-date with 
annual subscriptions.   

• Members will vote (via electronic mail) on any single 
project costing above R100 000k (linked to inflation).

• Use of modern communication methods - The distribution 
of information to residents, including notices to all general 
meetings, will only be sent to members by electronic 
communication unless the member gives updated 
instructions to the Association for receipt by ordinary mail.   

The updated constitution, incorporating all the resolutions 
passed at the AGM, will be available on the website in due 
course.

To ensure you remain informed, please email your email 
address to marinadagama@iafrica.com and include your 
name and street address so that the records may be up-dated.

Cheryl Philip

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION:

Self catering garden cottage. 

3 bedrooms, 2 bathroom - sleeps 6 people (meals can be 
provided if required). Private patio and use of waterside 
area.

Phone Christine 021 788 1709 or 076 898 1768

ADMIRALTY B & B
6, ADMIRALS WALK,  CANNON ISLAND,  
MARINA DA GAMA,  MUIZENBERG, CAPE TOWN, 7945.

TEL 27 0217881028  
CELL 076 1942173
www.admiraltybb.co.za
Email mary@admiraltybb.co.za 
QUALITY  ACCOMMODATION AT AFFORDABLE PRICES  SINCE  2005

Jeffson 
Electrical cc

Available day or night 
for all electrical work.

John Rathbone
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

Cell: 074 379 3664
Tel: 021 701 1020

The Mountain
...is a silent stoic

enduring wind and rain. Falling
climbers are mere flies brushed from his cheek

 
to evoke respect and fear. Yet we have walked

along the paths worn from his facial lines,
our dogs in the rockpools of his tears

his hairstyle goes from suntanned bald
to darkest grey, portending rain

 
But glance down on a sunny day
to notice in the waters of the vlei

his rippled face is smiling.

Chip Wood
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ANDEV PAINTERS
Where Passion meets Quality

PAINTING
WATERPROOFING
HIGH PRESSURE 

CLEANING

Andre Fourie 
Ph/Fax: 021 788 9011

Cel: 083 275 5420
andevpaint@vodamail.co.za

MARICA JOLES
083 779 6524

Tel/Fax: 021 788 1501
P.O. Box 364, Muizenberg

www.birdspikes.biz

COACHING, MENTORING & COUNSELLING 
(privately or in groups)

Free half-hour consultation for Marina residents
Specialist in personal and business 

transformation.  
Identify priorities, overcome obstacles, then

achieve results you might otherwise only dream of.

Susan Haywood 0722766222 info@adimpact.co.za
(B. Journ., Psychology Hons, Master Coach)

www.adimpact.co.za 

EXCOM MEMBER PORTFOLIO REPORTS 
(JULY 2015 - JULY 2016)

Treasurer’s Portfolio – Cheryl Philip 
The Marina has exited the dark ages with the compilation of the 
2016 annual financial statements in line with IFRS for SMES’s - 
a set of financials in line with international standards, based on 
principles rather than hard set rules, which allows management 
(in this case your treasurer) to use greater discretion and 
flexibility when preparing the financials. Due to the unexpected 
resignation of our previous auditor we commissioned BDV 
Platinum, who came highly recommended, to compile our 
AFS. BDV did not disappoint. They met all our expectations of 
an independent auditor - professional, competent and, most 
importantly completed the task in time for the AGM resulting in 2 
sets of financials (for the years ending Feb 2015 and Feb 2016) 
being placed for adoption before the members. The outcome 
was a quality product and transparent results – allowing 
members to ascertain exactly how their money was spent. Our 
aim is for the 2017 AGM to be held within 4 months of the year-
end. 

Our biggest concern remains the collection of the subscriptions, 
some going back as long as 10 years. At year-end a total of 289 
(2015:358) members were not members in good standing. 766 
members, paid up for this current year, were eligible to vote at 
the AGM.

Statements are now going out on a regular basis, via e-mail and 
in hard copy when an email address is not available. The cost of 
hard copies and the time wasted in generating these statements 
is of concern. All members are requested to forward their email 
address to the office. 

The requests for payment via the electronic Noticeboard has 
yielded some benefit, and resulted in approximately R51 000 
(including money in the suspense account) in subscriptions 
being received in advance for the 2017 financial year. If only all 
the members would be as willing to pay, Marcia would be able 
to utilise her time more effectively in assisting members of the 
Marina with their numerous queries.

It is a very sad state of affairs that some people consistently 
refuse to pay, for whatever reason, and piggy-back, often on 
people that are less fortunate than themselves. If your neighbor 
is one of them, please assist us in collecting their money. It 
could be said that these members are not only delinquent in 
their payments but also cost the association in unnecessary 
time and money – both which could be put too much better use. 
Many people advocated a name and shame campaign in the 
survey during the year – more drastic action will need to be 
taken to compel members to pay their outstanding subscriptions.

Besides updated financial statements, except for petty cash and 
gardeners’ wages – banking is now done electronically, from the 
comfort of our homes; eliminating the use of cheques with the 
subsequent reduction in bank charges and increased security. 
Members are requested to make payments via EFT, and if they 
must, in cash and not cheque which costs us both money. 

We remain a long way from achieving our financial goals of an 
increase in the “paying” subscriber base and a reduction in the 
overhead spend. All funds are channeled back into the Marina 
resulting in further improvements to your environment.

The benefits you gain from your annual subscriptions far 
outweigh the R360 payable.

Strategic Plan – George Ellis 
The Strategic Plan has been developed through a consultative 
process amongst Excom members. It will be modified suitably 
in response to constructive comments received and will guide 
Excom in its future activities.

Security Portfolio – Robin Carlisle 
Our vision is that the value of our security undertakings should 
manifest itself in greater security, improved peace and quiet, 
better community cohesion and higher property values. It is not 
only about preventing crime, but very specifically about up-keep, 
assisting one another, and working for a common goal of a more 
pleasant lifestyle for all.

My personal goal is to double the average house price by 2026. 
My mandate commenced on the 1st February 2016. Despite 
scanty information, it became apparent that there was a crime 
wave in the MDG with up to 29% of residents being affected 
annually. The 100 odd Guardian activists were doing a great job, 
but less than half of the residents were making any contribution 
to security.

Excom had very limited communication with the guarding 
associations, who in turn did not co-ordinate with each other. 
Some guarding associations had collapsed or were close to 
collapsing. Delivery from the security companies ranged from 
good to very poor. The Marina was also not a member of the 
Community Policing Forum (“CPF”), and had no contact with 
SAPS, Law Enforcement and the adjoining neighborhood 
watches. Crimes were seldom reported to SAPS, and there was 
no system for residents to inform Excom of criminal incidents.

The security profile has changed significantly over the past 
5 months :

• A Guardians group of security activists has been formed, 
and has had three successful meetings. 
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Wayfarer Adventures
in association with 

unspoilt africa
We specialize in travel within South Africa as well as 
East Africa, Botswana, Namibia, Zambia, Zimbabwe, 

Mozambique, Indian Ocean Islands and cruises.

We have PREFERENTIAL & SADC RATES at all South 
Africa’s leading safari lodges, nature escapes, coastal 
getaways and city hotels, and a passion for Africa’s 

beautiful landscapes, wildlife and cultures.

We handle all your travel arrangements including 
car hire, flights, day tours, transfers, accommodation 

bookings and specialised senior tours eg. 
Namaqualand Flowers or Garden Route.

GILL WEINBERG (MARINA RESIDENT)
TEL: 021 701 3801 / 082 43 777 65

FAX: 086 680 2130  |  gillw@absamail.co.za

• Three guarding associations have been resuscitated, and 
there are now 11 guarding associations and the Uitsig 
Neighbourhood Watch. 

• Perimeter walls have been made more secure in 4 areas.

• The Marina is now a member of the CPF and in close 
contact with its neighbouring watches in Marine Estate, 
Coniston Park and Kirstenhof.

• Four armed response vehicles currently patrol the Marina 
24/7, and this very important deterrent could become 
permanent, if enough residents take out response 
contracts.

• A link to a Marina crime report has been emailed to 
residents.

• We have retained an expert security consultant to assist 
us with establishing “an integrated security framework 
incorporating all the disciplines and essential elements of 
security.”

Whilst progress has been made, we are way behind most of the 
community security operations in our neighbouring suburbs, 
thus deflecting criminals from their areas to ours.

From them we have learned that :

• guards and response contracts are insufficient on their own;

• without much greater physical participation of residents we 
will not be safe;

• much greater funding is required – and is available.

Going forward, over the next 12 months, we will, with our 
consultant, be implementing the following :

• Developing a ‘security community’ around the existing 
Guardians and in particular extending the “WhatsApp” 
networks to every resident in the Marina.

• There are just over 100 Guardians and another 400 
residents who pay for guarding. We need to grow current 

participation to at least 1000 residents and initiate a host 
of community activities including marketing, catering, 
fundraising and resident patrolling across the whole Marina.

• Filling the gaps. There are still several vulnerable areas 
where greater deterrent activity is required.

• Lifting the bar in terms of what we expect from our security 
service providers.

• Widening the circle to our neighbours and adding hi-tech 
deterrent and detection systems, including cameras.

There are just over 100 Guardians in our community, and it is 
on them our safety depends. They give their time, and their 
effort for free. Many risk their lives for us. It is our good fortune 
to have these truly good people, but it is time we all got involved 
– young or old, rich or poor. Excom calls on every one of you to 
contribute, to patrol or to help in any way whatsoever. I know you 
will.

Standards & Archcom Portfolio – Peter Cawood 
Most residents will be familiar with sight of the Standards 
Inspector, Richard Currie, walking around attending to his duties. 
The strategy to resolve issues of non-compliance with the 
design manual has been amended. Instead of sending letters, 
individuals are now approached in a friendly and helpful manner 
in order to gain co-operation and hopefully resolve the issues. 
This has resulted in a marked increase in compliance with the 
Design Manual. Problems include financial constraints and 
absentee Landlords who ignore requests to comply.

• Current Infringement list: 128

• Infringements complied: 101

People who have failed to comply have been handed to our 
attorney for legal action. The Design Manual is under review as 
many factors are no longer applicable. Archcom continues to 
review building plans before they get submitted to Council for 
final approval. Archcom does not approve any plans – it ensures 
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that the “aesthetics” fit in with the Marina environment. I ask 
residents to co-operate with Richard wherever possible. We also 
request that all non-compliance issues are forwarded to the 
office for the attention of Standards. We can all help in managing 
the Marina and improving the area we live in – we will all benefit.

Waterways Portfolio – Boudje Giljam
Water defines the environment and lifestyle of the Marina 
which will deteriorate if the canals and vlei are not maintained 
at pristine levels. Management of the Zandvlei estuary, which 
includes the Marina waterways, has undergone a succession 
of changes over recent years, but we believe it is now heading 
for a period of stability. The expanded Zandvlei Estuary Nature 
Reserve (“ZENR”) is managed by a dedicated team from the 
City of Cape Town (“CoCT”). The MDGA has been represented 
on the Zandvlei Protected Area Advisory Committee (“ZPAAC”) 
since its launch in the middle of 2015. The ZPAAC comprises 
members of all entities affected by or interested in the existence 
and management of the ZENR, together with CoCT officials. 

After a slow start, the ZPAAC is beginning to deliver on its 
mandate. We believe our presence on, and contribution to, 
ZPAAC will ensure open communication channels to the CoCT 
staff responsible for the maintenance of the vlei and the canals, 
as well as influence the management of the vlei for the benefit 
of all. 

The dredging of Zandvlei near the mouth has increased the 
salinity levels by allowing greater ingress of sea water and 
meant that the potamageton (weed) growth this summer 
has been reduced. There have been 2 extended periods of 
downtime of the Kingfisher during this year. We will continue 
to apply pressure on the Council and lobby for a permanent 
solution to the problem. 

CoCT announced a review of the by-laws that apply to 
recreational waters owned or managed by the City within its 
area of jurisdiction. Excom formed a sub-committee to ensure 
that residents continue to enjoy the water rights and practices 
we have had since the launch of the Marina. Our proposals 
were favourably received by the CoCT. The next step is to work 
with City officials to ensure that by-law rules specific to the 
Marina are codified as the “Zandvlei Code of Practice” which 
would be included in the By-Law.

Uitsig Portfolio – Mike Ryder 
I started my tenure in the security portfolio as it had been that 
aspect of the  previous committee’s performance that concerned 
me most. Although the continued activities of the UNW (Uitsig 
Neighbourhood Watch) had considerably reduced criminal 
activity in that area, it became clear that many remaining areas 
were suffering from significant criminal activity. Two areas of 
high concern were identified viz. Park Close and the canal 
by Red Roman in Uitsig. With assistance from MDGA, the 
residents in those areas were encouraged, assisted and guided 
in securing those weak points. Crime in both immediate areas 
and thus the Marina overall has pleasingly been significantly 
reduced. 

However, there remains a significant crime problem that needs 
a fundamental new approach, requiring the full support of all 
on the committee. Unfortunately I did not have the necessary 
overall support from the committee to proceed as I felt 
appropriate, and thus resigned the portfolio in December.

I started the new year without portfolio and concentrated on 
some issues that had fallen off the radar. In February I accepted 
the Uitsig portfolio, vacant due to the departure of Steve 
Padmore. 

A couple of significant successes :

• Servicing and refitting of pumps to UITSIG park, repair and 
protection of the sprinklers 

• Speed-bumps in Oudevlei and Uitsig Road (overdue and 
very successful - more needed)

• Installation of further defences at the canal

• Installation of prototype canoe storage racks

• Full, extensive and recorded survey of Uitsig peninsula 
covering all residences, POS’s and council infrastructure as 
exist May 2016.

In most other matters I find myself totally at odds with a 
voluntary committee financed by insufficient funds and governed 
by a weak and in some cases ignored constitution/design 
manual. I have tried to change this with little success.

The Marina is a tired old lady. She needs to wake up to the 
realities of 21st century South Africa and moreover she needs 
significant TLC which the council no longer have the resources 
nor perhaps the will to provide - so it must come from the 
residents themselves.

U
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Hydroline Plumbing
Matthew Melidonis
072 464 5565

021 701 8864

Fast, Professional Service
- 24hr emergencies
- Bathroom renovations
- Geysers & installations
- Drip fixed & leaks found
- Blocked drains

- Qualified & efficient

At a price that will leave you smiling!

If elected, I shall continue to lobby for a far more realistic but 
not unaffordable levy to finance much needed maintenance 
and improvements in all areas - parks/gardens, perimeters, 
standards and most importantly security. I shall also press 
for a radical change to the volunteer approach to the Marina 
management. If you as a resident want your investment in the 
Marina lifestyle to be maintained and hopefully grown, you will 
support these sentiments.

Parks & Maintenance – Toni Joubert 
This has been a difficult year for managing the public open 
spaces of the Marina. Summer was exceptionally hot, dry and 
windy. Water restrictions meant that the parks received far less 
water than usual, and in several areas the grass died back 
completely. The problem was exacerbated in Eastlake and 
Cannon Island by the old and faulty piping systems and for 
several months there was no water to run the sprinkler systems 
in these areas. My chief priority was to maintain and improve 
the watering systems so that they could be used as efficiently 
as possible .The large areas of grass that make up the greater 
proportion of the public open spaces cannot survive without 
water and we are investigating with the parks department the 
possibility of putting down well points to replace municipal water 
in at least two of the larger parks.

We have been replacing old and overgrown plants with tougher 
water wise plants such as aloes and succulents. We are waiting 
for plastic and stone chips from the Parks Department to redo 
the entrances to Prince Georges drive and also to re-landscape 
two areas on Oudevlei Road and Eastlake Island Way where 
there is no water supply. A similar solution with aloes, rocks and 
stone chips seems to be the best option. These are all works in 
progress.

Many benches, paths and jetties are badly in need of 
maintenance or replacement and we are working with the Parks 
department and Zandvlei Nature Reserve to deal with these. “ 
No Dumping” and dog control notices have also been ordered. 
Where the nature reserve staff were not able to help, we have 

cleared the reeds that were choking a jetty and slipway and 
causing security problems. 

The Association employs three gardeners one day a week and 
they are able to keep the open spaces neat and tidy but there 
is much more that could be done and the best solution in the 
long term would be to have a part time grounds man. I appeal 
to residents with an interest in gardening and a few hours to 
spare to work with the gardeners, to please contact me. I would 
really appreciate your help. There are at present three residents 
who give up a day every month to help care for their areas of 
the Marina and there are numerous volunteers who maintain 
the sprinkler systems and water the parks, donate plants, and 
help in numerous ways to care for our unique environment. To 
all of these I extend my sincere thanks. I would also like to thank 
Richard Currie (standards inspector) and Mike Ryder for their 
help and support.

Street Reps – Sandy Richards 
A big thank you to all our street reps who have been the ears 
and eyes of our Marina community. With your feedback we 
can continue to strive to have a beautiful and caring place to 
live in. My position would not have been possible without your 
assistance.

This last year we had a well attended Street Rep get together at 
Elaine’s Upper Crust restaurant where street reps got to meet 
the new committee members. We were involved in :

• hanging up the boards advertising the Christmas carols 
and the Father Christmas party for the children.

• sorting and delivering the Marina Newsletter and 
statements. This helped settle some outstanding 
subscriptions.

In terms of our aim of building community, we made personal 
visits to residents who needed some form of help, showing our 
care for one another. Once again, thank you to all our street 
reps for your willingness and assistance. I have met so many 
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TOURIST SERVICES
Experience a full range of tourist services with pick-up and 
drop-off at your doorstep in the Marina

For more info, prices and booking, contact Wendy on
0845227000 or E-mail her at wendy.burridge@gmail.com

We offer:

Wine Tours (Stellenbosch, Franshchoek ,etc.)
Craft Beer Brewery Tours
Peninsula Tours
Tailor made tours to suit your requirements
Shuttle Services (Airports, Hotels, B&B, etc.)
Full or Half Day
Licenced and fully Licenced and fully registered guide

INCORPORATING CAPETOWNBREWERYTOURS.CO.ZA

I have lived in the Marina for fourteen years and
specialise in kitchen make-overs, built-in cupboards,

desks and free-standing units.

For a free quotation contact

Peter Felmore at 021 788-9700; Cell: 082 521 4102

people, formed valuable friendships and also in driving around, 
discovered many beautiful hidden secrets of the Marina.

Communication Portfolio (ICT) - Jimmy 
Fitzpatrick 

The ICT portfolio was created as a spinoff of communications 
during the past year. Its most visible activity is the compilation 
and dispatch of the Weekly Notice Board and other mailings. 
A definite effort is made to put as much news and information 
as possible into these mailings. The marina website is much 
neglected and needs an upgrade and publicity to make it far 
more effective. Time constraints have prevented this from being 
done. Hopefully a start can be made on this in the next few 
months. 

Efforts have been focused on designing and building a database 
so that your committee has a better idea of who’s who in the 
Marina. As we are starting from scratch it is proving to be quite 
challenging, which was expected. The task would have been 
finished by now but unfortunately I lost the use of my right hand 
for several weeks. After completion, the work of actually putting 
the necessary complete and accurate information into the 
database can begin. This will be a major undertaking.

Communication Portfolio (Editor : Marina da 
Gama Newsletter) Susan Haywood

In September I took over full responsibility for sourcing and 
editing content for the newsletter. It has been heart-warming to 
receive so many sincere and widespread compliments covering 
all aspects this year. I had the honour of corresponding with, 
meeting with and talking to many of you and a huge thank you 
to all who support our community newspaper.

Milestone 1 - our first ever newsletter (December 2016) was 
printed with full colour pages. 

Milestone 2 - advertising levels consistently rose to their highest 
levels 

Milestone 3 - we were able to increase the size for the 
December 2015 and April 2016 newsletters to 20 pages - again 
firsts! 

Together, may we continue to have newsletters with great 
content, that we can all be proud of!

• Weekly notice board - initially, myself, Geri and Jimmy took 
turns in handling the weekly emailed notice board. This 
function was later taken over by Jimmy as part of an overall 
information community technology-based drive.

• Survey - each portfolio holder created content and 
interpreted data pertaining to the survey distributed to 
Marina residents.

• Annual carols and presents given to the children – the carol 
sheets were tidied up, new posters were produced for the 
events and the photographs will be used to publicise this 
year’s events.

There are obviously other areas of involvement and an 
interesting example of this was being asked to sit in the chair on 
behalf of the Chairman, Boudje, during his absence overseas. 
Work done in preparation for the executive committee meeting 
while I was in the “hot seat”, and in conclusion thereof, gave 
me valuable experience and insights into just how much the 
Chairman deals with every day. And so Boudje, again, thank you 
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for taking on this very special role and for all you have done for 
us this year.

Communication Portfolio (Excom @ Work, 
Events) - Geri Goldblatt 

Excom has various means of communicating with residents to 
keep everyone informed about important issues that are dealt 
with in each specific portfolio. The Communication team has 
always had as its main aim the idea of building community by 
transparent reporting of the many and complex issues that are 
relevant.

A decision was taken to split the Communication Portfolio, as 
each of the three aspects required a lot of work. The Marina 
News became the sole responsibility of Susan Haywood. Jimmy 
Fitzpatrick took over the electronic media, the Notice Board, 
Website and IT generally. The Notice Board continues to be a 
very useful way for residents to be in touch and offer small items 
for sale.

A new platform was envisaged - ExCom@Work - to keep 
residents up-to-date on a monthly basis as to the important 
issues that the committee was dealing with. I did the main 
editing work here.

Special Events: The Christmas Carols and the arrival of 
Father Christmas with presents for the children were both 
very enjoyable events. Mike English and his musicians were 
particularly appreciated. A huge thank you to all those who 
made these events run smoothly. 

In January 2016 it was decided to consult residents about their 
needs and perceptions of life in this beautiful environment. 
Research was done in a holistic way by sending out a survey 

on the many topics which affected our daily and future lives. 

Appropriate questions were devised with the help of Boudje and 

Cherry Giljam. The results and analysis of the feedback were 

very interesting and were communicated to residents on our 

various media platforms. You may look at our website for more 

information on this. Considering the positive feedback we have 

had from residents, it has been a good year.

Member without portfolio – Bob Craske 

I served on various committees including the MDGA and 

choose to be without portfolio. I attended meetings of the 

Zandvlei Protected Areas Committee and continued to work with 

others on improvements to the litter management traps and to 

the Kingfisher Weed harvester. I attended a provincial workshop 

on estuary management plans. Not long ago, with massive 

amounts of floating and rotting weed being blown into the canals 

– the worst for years -and the portfolio holder being out of the 

country, I dealt directly with the appropriate organisation. A large 

amount of weed was collected before it sunk and rotted. 

I wrote a report outlining water wise improvements to the park 

areas. It was a low cost solution to some of the difficulties 

faced in a time of drought when we were using potable water. 

Where asked, I have provided input to matters of which I have 

knowledge and understanding.

Note : Bob put forward various resolutions which were not 

passed by residents who attended the AGM, so they have not 

been included here.

7th Annual Peninsula Paddle 
On Sunday 5th June 2016 (World Environment Day), Marina 
residents participated in providing hot drinks and muffins at 
day break, before bidding enthusiasts on their way. The first 
pit stop was off Uitsig Peninsula, where the Sand River Canal 
spills into Zandvlei. The final destination was the Milnerton 
Canoe Club. The “Paddlethon” is an annual Cape Town event 
that aims to raise awareness of social and environmental 
concerns affecting the rivers in our city. There were about 80 
paddlers including representatives from the City of Cape Town 
as well as various water conscious groups. More photographs 
may be found on the Zandvlei Trust site.

Natalie Billings

Princessvlei teeming with paddlers
Cheryl Philip

Natalie Billings Natalie Billings
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Malachite Kingfisher 
photographed in 
Spearhead Quay

Caterpillar 
colony

Chameleon Golden Orb Spider

Golden Orb Spider Cluster

“All Billings photographs were taken over the last 2-3 months. Our garden 

was over-run with those Golden orb Spiders until that Great Wind Storm 

one Friday (was it early May), when all the massive webs were blown 

away. We had great fun imagining where those great flying arachnid nets 

may have landed,”  commented Natalie Billings.

Jellyfish stranded on 
Muizenberg beach
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Chameleon shedding its skin.

Golden Orb Spider Cluster

“All Billings photographs were taken over the last 2-3 months. Our garden 

was over-run with those Golden orb Spiders until that Great Wind Storm 

one Friday (was it early May), when all the massive webs were blown 

away. We had great fun imagining where those great flying arachnid nets 

may have landed,”  commented Natalie Billings.

Cape Clawless Otter 
having fun in the Marina

Red sunrise
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A Cape Fur Seal came into Zandvlei 
on the high tide and remained here for 
at least three weeks. Seals bite fish in 

their fleshy stomachs then smack them 
to death on the surface of the water. 

Seagulls enjoy the remains. 
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Life in Marina da Gama 
Those of us who live in Marina da Gama – aren’t we privileged?

Where else can a regular middle-class family have a home with 
a lawn spreading down to the water’s edge, a small boat tied to 
the jetty and a view of magnificent mountains? At the same time 
enjoy the daily parade of busy water birds, passing canoeists 
and the ever changing patterns of clouds reflected in the water.

Wait, there is more! It’s only a short car ride or a good walk to 
the Muizenberg beach. There we can swim, feast our eyes on 
waves and surfers, get an ice cream or a delicious meal. We are 
so spoilt.

While I am writing this piece, a sunbird is foraging in the flowers 
in my street-side garden, a flash of malachite green and red 
brightening the winter garden. I have lived in Marina da Gama 
for almost 19 years and hardly a day passes, if I am not away 
travelling on business or holidaying, that I do not stop to enjoy 
my surroundings. This has led me to start recording the beauty 
of the neighbourhood as well as that of the other countries that I 
have visited, through my art. 

Encouraged by a friend, I have started to do oil paintings 
inspired by some of the scenes that I have witnessed. My family 
are all surfers and so it is inevitable that the sea is featured 
in a lot of the paintings. Not necessarily as straightforward 
seascapes but often in abstract forms; the forms I see play 
patterns in my mind. 

Sitting on the deck outside my home I also watch the clouds on 
a regular basis. The end result of all my observations has been 
the beginnings of a portfolio which I call “Waves and Clouds.” 
These paintings are available to view at my home – please see 
my contact details in “The Smalls” advert.

Mary Myrdal

WAVES AND CLOUDS
To purchase this painting or one of the others in my series, Waves 
and Clouds, or commission me to paint something similar contact 

Mary Myrdal 084-429 7632  |   myrdalonsea@xsinet.co.za

Celebrating the life of 
Edwin Leslie Rosslind 
(Eddie/Uncle Ed) 
17/2/1936 -08/06/2016

Edwin Rosslind passed away 
peacefully on 8 June a few 
months after his 80th birthday 
celebrations.

Born in Claremont, Cape Town, 
he spent his teenage years in 
Kalk Bay where he developed his 
love for fishing and the ocean. 
A hardworking, energetic man, 
highly skilled in mechanical and 
electrical work, he ran one of the foremost re-treading plants 
in the Cape. In 1982, he relocated with his family to Gaborone, 
Botswana where he set up a successful re-treading facility to 
train local people.

Kalk Bay drew him back in 1986 when he and his wife, 

Elizabeth, made it their home. His time was spent at sea, fishing 
on his own boats and also assisting local fisherman with boat 
and engine repairs. He saw the potential in a small bait shop 
which was for sale and bought the shop in 1996. Under his 
ownership it expanded into the well-known eatery, KALKY’S 
- serving local fish and chips at its best, laid back and earthy, 
popular with locals and tourists. 

The fishing industry benefited from his experience and 
knowledge as he served on committees and mediated with 
Government officials regarding the interests of the fishermen. 
Eddie and Liz settled in Marina da Gama in 1993. He loved 
living in the Marina. It gave him great joy to sit and view the ever 
changing scene on the waterway particularly as his health and 
mobility declined.

Love and light go out to his wife, Elizabeth, and daughters, 
Allison and Insaaf, grandchildren and great grandchildren. Rest 
in peace, Edwin. You have left a legacy of success through hard 
work. You are lovingly remembered by all those whose lives you 
have touched.

Lynne Abrahamson

Thank you dear neighbours 
I would like to acknowledge the kindness from so many 
people in the Marina after the sudden death of my 
husband, Nigel. To my neighbours in Alphen Close who 
sent flowers and cards; and huge hugs to my walking 
friends/acquaintances on Park Island - a big thank you for 
your support. It really helped so much. We have a great 
community in the Marina. Thank you.

Pam Bruce
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Bowen Therapists in Marina Da Gama
Light touch pain and relaxation therapy
Lloyd and Channon Sanderson 021 788 6638

Sun-kissed Haven : Luxurious furnished self-catering 
Marina holiday accommodation available short-term 
for single or couple. Contact susan@adimpact.co.za

VHS, Hi8 and mini dv tapes converted to DVDs and 
audio tapes to CDs.  Phone Mary Lou 021 788 7144 SM

A
LL

S:
After providing 

security services in 
Marina da Gama 

for 11 years, we have 
introduced a dedicated 
Alarm Response and 

Patrol Vehicle into the 
area.We already provide 

PH: 021 706 7775

bicycle patrol services in 
Park Island, which has the 

lowest crime rate in Marina 
da Gama

Alarm monitorng and 
response per month 

only R 285
First 2 months service is free.

384 Main Rd, 
Wynberg

Tel: 021 761 4010/1
Ask for ext 7

Unit 3, Futura 15
Cnr Bark & Celie Rd, Retreat

Tel: 021 701 7330/7930
Ask for ext 4

www.drivealign.co.za

ELECTRONIC DIAGNOSTIC 
TESTING & TUNING DONE

Done on all makes of vehicles
Electronic fault finding & checking electronic systems

CV Joints  .  Driveshafts  .  Propshafts
Computerised 4 wheel alignment   .  Shock absorbers

Brake & clutch overhauls  .  Insurance quotes & repairs
Pre-roadworthy assessment & repairs

Servicing on all makes of vehicles

SUSPENTION SPECIALISTS

vantru
computing

For ALL your computing needs!
021 788 4145 / 083 245 5500

50 Uitsig Road, Uitsig Peninsula, Marina da Gama
email: info@vantru-computing.co.za

website: www.vantru-computing.co.za

Doubling house prices by halving the 
crime rate 
That’s the goal of Dieter Dolinschek, the 100 Guardians and 
myself. There is a long road to go, but we make progress every 
day.

Upper Uitsig now has a night guard and Cannon Island is 
heading for its target of 40 contributors. Deep Blue has more 
than 250 response contracts and 3 armed response vehicles 
permanently in the area.

I am delighted to advise that Combat Force now also has an 
armed response vehicle permanently in the Marina. “Whatsapp” 
will start connecting many of you in the next few months.

I have a second goal - and that is to get at least another 100 
people involved in Guardianship before the next AGM. This 
means the Guardians and I are going to be meeting with all of 
you in the Marina who are not yet involved.

Together we will make the Marina safe for all.

Robin Carlisle

I am your certified Banting coach.
Contact 082-4153350. 
glenda.vanblerk@realmealrevolution.com
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Draft Recreational Water-use By-law 
out for comment  
Many of you may know that the Draft Recreational Water-
use By-law is out for public comment. Notice to that effect 
was sent out by the Marina Association on the 4th May 2016. 
We have received overwhelming support for this by-law, and 
where comments and suggestions have been made, they have 
been made in good spirit. We would like to thank the Marina 
Association and the residents for their valuable input. 

We have received questions and comments from the 
association and from Marina residents and several questions 
came up repeatedly and I would like to address these here.

Q. Does this by-law apply to the 2m of private water 
or the front lawns of Marina homes?

A. The by-law applies to all “recreational waters” which includes 
“any inland water body, lake river stream, wetland, vlei, dam, 
estuary or portion thereof, which is owned or managed by the 
City and includes the verges or banks of such areas, against 
which water may tidally, periodically or seasonally rise, and 
which is also owned or managed by the City”. 

A. Although by-laws can apply to private property (e.g. 
environmental health by-law, property related by-laws), this by-
law doesn’t. It applies only to water owned or managed (formally 
by MOA or other legally binding agreement) by the City of Cape 
Town. It therefore excludes the banks of the Marina, and the 2m 
of water owned by the Marina Residents.

Q.  Does this by-law ban jetties in the Marina?

A. No. This by law has no application in the 2m of private water 
in front of Marina homes. Jetties extending less than 2m into 
the canal in the Marina are not affected. In areas outside the 
Marina’s private waters, one may in any case obtain a permit to 
build a jetty from the reserve manager in terms of Section 9(1). 

This permit is important since a jetty built on reserve property 
becomes the responsibility of reserve management in terms of 
health and safety. 

Q.  Do all canoes, pedalo’s, etc. require licences in 
terms of section 3(1)?

A. No. This by law requires that all vessels be licenced “where 
required by the Regulations defined in terms of the Merchant   
Shipping Act, 1951 (Act no. 57 of 1951).” The by-law therefore 
requires only what is already required by the Merchant Shipping 
Act. This act requires that (1) power boats with engines larger 
than 15hp must be licenced and (2) any vessel longer than 7.3m 
should be licenced. This does not apply to canoes, pedalos, etc. 
shorter than 7.3m, and that are unpowered. 

We hope this clarifies the by-law and our intention in writing it. 

Joshua Gericke
Reserve Manager, Zandvlei Estuary Nature Reserve

Individual and group counselling 
specialising in Bereavement, Depression, 
Midlife crisis and Family counselling

082 650 7696   14 Cannon Island Way, Marina da Gama
www.deirdrevanbreda.co.za   deevanbreda@gmail.com

Deirdre van Breda
Counsellor

Dip. Counselling (SACAP)

Registered with the Council for Counsellors
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We know Marina well and 
have qualified buyers, so if 

please call us: 

Stephen 
Jefferies 

 
083 447 0008 
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“Life on the Marina”
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Alleviates chronic conditions such as: Headaches, 
digestive disorders, fatigue, insomnia, muscle pain, 
stress and anxiety

Contact: 
Megumi Kajita

Cell/SMS/WhatsApp: 076 580 8388
E: megumi.kajita@gmail.com

Dr Tania Engel
MBChB (UCT) 1998, 

MMed Fam Med (Stell) 2009
Practice number 0613517

Rooms at Hyper Medi-
Care, Capricorn Square 

shopping centre 

T: 021 7881656
drtaniaengel@gmail.com
www.drtaniaengel.co.za

Slow, calming
and energising.

60+ classes
Lynne Abrahamson

021 788 5029
lynneabrahamson@gmail.com

ELECTRIC -MAN
ELECTRICIANS

Est. 1980
Licensed & RegisteredCall IAN 

Cell: 082 441 3751
Email: electricman@iafrica.com

PERSONAL ATTENTION, ALWAYS

THE TV GUY
for

• PVR upgrades & extra view installations
• Satelite & Aerial Installations

• Tracing of Various Faults

• & Related Services

CALL MICHAEL ON 084-3139581 
or 021-7090871 (Marina resident)

“sunday times report 1998 – most honest & reliable technician”

MUIZENBERG 
MONTESSORI 
Preschool, Marine Estate 
Age group: 2 ½ - 6 yrs 

Tel: 021 7090500 or 0795517744, 
muizenbergmontessori@gmail.com

Councillor’s Swan Song 
This will be my last article as I ride off into the sunset after the 
election on 3 August 2016.

I was appointed half way through a term in November 2007 as 
a Proportional Representative Councillor operating in various 
areas to assist Ward Councillors. On the day of my official 
appointment I went to Checkers in Muizenberg and when I 
came out I thought I would (as my first duty) remove the 2 
homeless people who operated outside the clinic in Atlantic 
Road. I boldly strolled down there and saw Annie sitting on the 
clinic steps in an inebriated state and partially blocking the door. 
Confidently I strode up to her and said “You cannot sit here” 
to which she replied “Why?” Still confident with the sense of 
power, I responded “because I say so”. She said “Who are you?” 
“Councillor D’Alton” I said, still full of bravado. She responded “.… 
off” after which all confidence disappeared and I left the scene 
having failed my first test as a Councillor. I could not counter that 
statement! In my subsequent 9 years as a Councillor nobody 
else has ever said that to me again!

Looking back particularly on the last 5 years since I have been 
Ward Councillor, I can say with all honesty that I have really 
enjoyed it. I came to the Marina for the first time not knowing 
what to expect from the residents but I leave having built many 
great relationships with you and been generally accepted by 
everyone I dealt with. I have not achieved everything I would 
have liked to but I can say that after a lot of perseverance and 
hard work I left you with a legacy of traffic lights at Oudevlei 
Road which have made a big difference and was perhaps my 
greatest success.

My successor, Aimee Kuhl, is younger and prettier. She has a 
“get up and go” attitude and I have been mentoring her over 
the last 8 weeks by introducing her to all relevant roleplayers in 
Ward 64 so that she has a good knowledge of what she is in for. 

I sincerely hope that the Marina continues to progress and 
improve and that all of you enjoy the lovely place you have to 
live in. I will miss all of this but have a few other challenges up 
my sleeve. My wife Liz is concerned that I will just watch tv for 
the rest of my life but that is what I said in 1998 when I retired as 
a Bank Manager and look what I have done since then.

Dave D’Alton (ex Councillor Ward 64)
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Tel: 0860 104 093
Cell: 072 223 5985

charles@deskscapes.co.za
www.deckscapes.co.za

Jetties

Sun Decks

Lattice

Garden Decks

Spa Bath Enclosures

Balustrades

Pergolas

Lattehello@tranquilbliss.co.za

Back, Neck 
& Shoulders
Face, Scalp 
& Back

Full Body

Full Body

30min

45min

60min

90min

R250

R300

R400

R480

mobile massage studio
Tranquil Bliss

10% Off

E-mail, Call or WhatsApp

Wendy West
074 132 7007
tranquilbliss.co.za

Present this advert and get

MENU

Transform and heal body,

 mind and soul with intuitive 

healing. A spiritual journey 

for adults and children.

Kim Vandre’
Reiki Practitioner
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073 143 2109

 “World’s toughest cycle race relived in all its 
brutality,” Cape Argus, Monday February 22, 2016, p 16.

Gironimo! Riding the Very Terrible 1914 
Tour of Italy by Tim Moore (Yellow Jersey Press) 

Adventure-author Tim Moore is a sucker for punishment, but 
his latest book really takes the cake. He comically and painfully 
recounts how he rode the route of the most appalling bike 
race of all time – the 3,162 km 1914 Giro d’Italia, described in 
Peloton magazine as “Why grown men cry.”

Moore decided to give himself some extra grief by building the 
bike himself, mainly out of old bits, wood and wine corks. Yes, 
friends, wine corks. He thought they would make good replicas 
of old brakes (they didn’t).

Moore has a knack for captivating the armchair traveller. His 
Camino pilgrimage with a recalcitrant donkey, Shinto, Spanish 
Steps, is a rolicking and occasionally touching coverage of the 
long walk that is now all the rage, a tonic to read after wading 
through some very earnest accounts. He also enlivened the 
Tour de France for me (not a cycling fan) in his hilarious French 
Revolutions.

Ten years later, and he’s on his replica “antique” bike wearing a 
poorly-thought-out outfit of a woolly jumper and dodgy goggles, 
in an effort to replicate the legendary, horrific 1914 Italian race 
in which 81 cyclists started, in Milan, to complete the “loop” of 
Italy in eight days, on non-existent roads and frightful weather. 
Unsurprisingly, only eight completed the race – several were 
hospitalised along the way. Cyclists left the race in clusters, 
stunned or weeping. To rub in just how awful this race was, it still 
holds several records, including the longest-ever stage length, a 
soul-crushing 396.25 kms, and the longest ever individual stage 
by time (Bari to L’Aquila); 19 hours, 34 minutes and 47 seconds. 
Remember, these were the days of no street lights, no tarred 
roads, no energy drinks and a take-no-prisoners approach by 
many of the participants, who had to ride with their spare tyres 
slung around their shoulders. Their competitors were not above 
puncturing those tyres when their fellow competitors were 
distracted.

The race was won by a no-hoper, the tough little Alfonso 
Calzolari. For his pains he won a mere handful of dollars – but 
Italy was desperately poor in this era, and some cyclists were 
entering local races for a single salami as the prize. Thousands 
turned out along the route – sometimes in the middle of the 
night – to cheer on the exhausted cyclists.

Moore’s motive was more sanguine. He has an untempered 
hatred of “cheats” like Lance Armstrong, which he voices volubly 
in Gironimo!, and thought it was time to see how races operated 
in the Good Old Days, with old-fashioned grit and a diet of raw 
eggs. Besides a numb bum, and a remarkable amount of help 
along the way from antique bike enthusiasts, he discovered 
that they were also the Bad Old Days, with plenty of cheating 
(including towing from motorists), nobbling your opponent, and 
a mean streak on the part of the newspaper sponsors, who 
deliberately created stages so long that it was believed no-one 
could complete them.

The race was too brutal to be repeated, the route too cruel. The 
survivors, for that is what they were, were unrecognisable at 
the end, emaciated skeletons, several covered with unhealed 
wounds, grimy and looking like “old men”. But the finishers 
became overnight sensations, legendary heroes in a nation 
proud of its cycling champions.

Moore’s far more genteel journey was against himself. Now 
aged forty-eight, married with children and definitely middle-
aged, he took several days to complete each stage and for 
the most part slept and ate well. But – except for his mom and 
dad thoughtfully joining him for a few days – he did it alone, 
experiencing the hell of the hills and the near-catastrophic 
consequences of imagining that the corks of wine bottles would 
provide adequate “retro” brakes for his heavy bike. What helped 
was the respect Italians have for the “antico” races, and the odd 
bike he had handcrafted in the Giro’s honour.

It’s another wonderfully entertaining armchair read from Moore, 
one I applaud while firmly wedged into my armchair, utterly 
determined not ever to replicate his journey.

Beverley Roos-Muller 
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ARC ELECTRICAL
Graham Laurie

Licensed electrician

Electrical  -  Pool and Borehole pumps
Hot Water Cylindars - Electrical Compliance Certificates

P.O. Box 23
Constantia, 7848
Marina Da Gama resident

Cell: 083 358 9086
glaurie@lantic.net

Hyena Wedding 
I have had a full and varied life and I retired when I was sixty to 
follow my passion for the Bush and Wild Life and started taking 
safaris for high profile companies and clients.  I didn’t get lost, 
returned with happy clients, and after 15 years and 95 safaris 
and 16,000 photos I finally retired while I was still ahead of the 
Game.  Literally.  I know intimately East and Southern Africa 
south of the Mara.  I have also canoe’d stretches of the Zambezi 
and made close acquaintance of Mad Max and Evil Henry, 
notorious hippos along the way.

The Hyena story is of one of my best. I took a wonderful family 
(mother, daughter and two sons) from 
Chicago on three separate safaris over 
a span of ten years including two happy 
Honeymoons - but one Honeymoon was 
memorable.

At a small and very ‘exclusive’ Game 
Lodge where we were staying. I had quietly 
arranged with the Chef a secret ‘special 
moment’ for the Honeymoon couple, not 
too far from the Lodge but deep in the 
Bush with fairy lights and champagne 
and a ‘replica wedding cake’. This was 
planned to be at sunset at the conclusion 
of our evening Game Drive. Being assured 
that all the arrangements were meticulously made, I drove the 
L/R with great confidence and happy expectations into this 
remote magical clearing set deep in the African Bush suddenly 
emerging from deepening shadow into an arena of glittering 
fairy lights suspended amongst the trees with flickering candles 
set on white starched linen tables straining under the weight 
of exquisite culinary creations with a full staff in attendance. In 
contrast to the darkening Bush, this was such a sudden and 
dramatic transformation and so unexpected that there were 
gasps of disbelief and joy followed by hugs and merriment. We 
tumbled down off the L/R  to enjoy champagne dinner and cake.

Moments later I felt a tug at my sleeve and an urgent whisper in 
my ear from the Chef. “Gerald, we have a problem”. 

“I don’t want problems. Not now”, I replied.  

“Gerald, a hyena has taken the cake!”  

“What are you talking about? If this is a joke, I have 0.458 
Magnum rifle here and it will leave a nasty hole.” But it was true.  
While everyone was relaxing with the champagne I went with 
the chef to view the evidence. Sure enough there was the spoor 
of the hyena and the scattered remnants of the cake. Now what?

Apparently shortly before we arrived when the tables and food 
were being laid out, a hyena had charged in and made off with 
the cake. There was no possibility of a replacement - we had no 
cake! 

Many of my colleagues would testify that I have considerable 
experience ‘thinking on my feet’ and almost invariably I am 
struck with the good fortune of original and creative thought. 
I called everyone together, and with their glasses charged, 
toasted the Bride and Groom recalling the many years of our 
happy association and wishing them every happiness in the 
years to come. And then I introduced them to a ‘truly unique and 
interesting event, never before enacted, and which would make 
this moment so very special and memorable, indeed a story to 
dine out on’.

 “ MARINA DA GAMA – CAPE TOWN’S  BEST KEPT SECRET”

PHONE US NOW! 
(Marina resident for 32 years)

Offfice 021 782 2465 / 788 4788
Di Rose-Innes: 083 764 2038

Sidney Farrell-Thorne: 
074 362 1769

www.hometeamproperty.co.za
info@hometeamproperty.co.za

Highly qualified property agents since 1988 (NQ5 Real Estate, 
Nat Dip Banking, CEA and MIEA)

• Sales - commission rates for Marina Residents at 
3.5% NO VAT (average charged by other agents 
5% + VAT)

• Rental agents
• Valuations and market analysis
• Home Loans via Investec Bank, Absa Bank, 

Standard Bank and FNB  

We advertise on 14 websites. Excellent references available 
from Marina clients.

At this juncture I had their rapt attention and could see them 
searching their minds and memories for what else could 
possibly be added to this magical moment. I eased them in 
gently by saying that hyenas and wedding cakes were not a 
good mix and that unfortunately a hyena had run off with the 
cake. There was stunned silence. Then disbelief. Then laughter. 
Catching the moment, I went on to say that eating a ‘second’ 
wedding cake in the Bush, while being memorable, failed to 
carry with it quite the same impact and unique story line as that 
of sharing it with a hyena in the African Bush. I emphasized that 
this was a ‘reality first’ and would almost certainly never happen 
again and just as certainly could not be choreographed.  Even 
Hollywood could not do better.

Everyone was delighted with 
this original twist - and we all 
party’d on!  

Just think about it : how many 
people can claim that their 
wedding cake was stolen by a 
hyena?

Gerald Gooderham
PHOTO: Bath-time after my 
treat! 
(Image from www.pixabay.com)
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DEZI’S HEALTH  &  WELLNESS  
REHAB STUDIO
SPECIALIZES IN PHYSIO FOR:
• POST OPERATIVE REHABILITATION (KNEE/HIP 

REPLACEMENTS)
• ALL SPORTS INJURIES *INJURIES (BACK ETC)
• CHRONIC/MEDICAL CONDITIONS
• NUTRITION 
• USING ALL PHYSIO EQUIPMENT

DESIREE OMATICUS
HEALTH SPECIALIST
BSc.,AAS (HEALTH)., NAHF UNIV.- OHIO-USA

FOR MORE INFO:
Ph. 0631074460  |  Email. dezishealth@gmail.com
24 Uitsig Rd, Uitsig Peninsula, Marina Da Gama 

PENSIONERS – SPECIAL RATES!!!!

Capellini
Ladies Hair Studio

Simona Carboni Wessels  
Cell. 083 765 7438

6 Alphen Close 
Park Island, Marina da Gama

Opening Promotion! 
10% off first visit and 

free blow dry 

Come for a tea/coffee  
and free consultation. 

Price list available

Stockist of OLAPLEX 
Hair Revolution

WHISTLING JACK’S

All kinds of home maintenance, renovation and repair..

HANDYM AN SERV ICES

T I M  R O L S T O N 
aka: Whistling Jack

0836260467
EMAIL: rolston@iafrica.com

Circle Dance 
Dieter’s contribution for festive days etc. brought to mind 
the wonderful gift of community dancing – either for special 
celebrations or just the joy of moving together to great music 
on a regular basis. This is not about “performance” but 
“participation.”

For many years I have been dancing for two hours every 
Saturday afternoon 15h00-17h00 (at the Centre for Creative 
Education at the intersection of Main Road with the slip road 
section of Victoria Road in Plumstead) where we do Circle 
Dance/World Dance. We dance in a circle (not Line Dancing) to 
recorded music – although for special events the ideal would be 
live musicians where we could tune in to each other. The music 
and dances may be traditional dances, for instance Greek, 
Balkan, Israeli, Irish, or choreographed dances to contemporary 
music. 

The dancing may be simple and slow when starting with those 
who have not danced before but can become more lively and 
exciting for those who dance regularly. We are encouraging 
everyone of all ages to join us at an event. The cost is R10 per 
session – we are not a commercial venture and no joining fees 
are involved.

I know that a Saturday afternoon in Plumstead may not be right 
for everyone, so perhaps if there are enough people interested 
we could get together in the Marina – perhaps Uitsig – so we 
could experience some of these dances and the ability to build 
community. I am open to any suggestions regarding day or time 
and would mention that should this become an ongoing course, 
the cost would be minimal, but might also be used to raise funds 
for your favourite charity. 

I know that our Circle Dance group would enjoy being part of 
any celebration or fund-raising day in the Marina. For further 
information, please call me on 021 788 5711.

Maxine Wood 

VICTORIA FEARON 
  
HATHA YOGA INSTRUCTOR 
Y.Y.I.  &  A.Y.A  CERTIFIED 
 
083 440 7346 
 
16, Halyard Walk, Eastlake Island, 
Marina da Gama, Cape Town. 
fearon1967@gmail.com    

 
 
 

EduKids Educare
Assisting your children with their development in 

a home-from-home environment.

3 to 5 year olds / Qualified ECD Teacher / School 
readiness programme / Christian environment.

Open 7am till 5.30pm 

Mrs Wilson: 084 506 0274 
Eastlake Island

edukids123@gmail.com
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............................................. Marina directory
Ambulance ............................................................ 

Chubb Security ............... 

Cleansing, waste, sweeping gutters: callcentre 

Combat Force ........................................... 

Combat Force Park Island bicycle patrol .. 

Electricity: callcentre ................................. 

False Bay Hospital .................................... 

Fire station: Lakeside ................................ 

Flying Squad .......................................................... 

Illegal activities at Zandvlei ....................... 

Law enforcement ........... 

Mountain Security ..................................... 

Parks and recreation .................................

Poison Information Centre ........................ 

Police: Muizenberg .................................... 

The Link ............................. 

Water: all hours ......................................... 

A special “thank you” to Marina resident Elizabeth Gets for 
this beautiful image for children to make a photocopy of then 
colour in and keep. She has provided a version of their natural 
colours for you to follow and information so that you may learn 
more about the birds which visit us here.

Common Waxbill
Small bird belonging to the 
Finch family. The name comes 
from its bright red bill - the 
colour of sealing wax.

1 0177

021 508 1300 or 083 447 2504

086 010 3089

021 706 7775

072 265 0043

086 010 3089

021 782 1121

021 788 1843

1 0111

083 499 1717

021 596 1999 or 086 076 5423

086 107 0000

021 701 1233

0861 555 777

021 787 9000

021 788 5345 / 083 353 3743

021 957 4700

Cape White Eye
Native to South Africa - the ring 
of white around the eye is 
distinctive. A social bird it 
forms large flocks in the 
breeding season. it feeds 
on insects, soft fleshy 
flowers, nectar, fruit 
and small grains.

The Circus Workshop 
Circus Workshop is a small circus arts club currently based on 
the grounds of Muizenberg High School. While the focus of the 
club is on training flying trapeze, various other circus arts are 
available for those interested in training, either in the interest of 
becoming a professional or merely for the love of the sport. 

It was started in 1977 by Lloyd Sanderson, and Terry and John 
Delport. The circus club started as a group of trapeze artists 
but quickly grew due to the interest of the community, going 
onto create a circus of youth for the Muizenberg Festival the 
same year, starring about 35 enthusiastic Muizenberg children 
and youth under the name “Circus Phoenix”. Over the years, 
students have performed in circuses and the entertainment 
industry in many capacities and some have gone onto creating 
circus schools and clubs of their own. Success stories are 
many, including the training of Sun City’s Balesatsi, performers 
for Ratanga shows, and the training of trampolinists and stilt 
walkers for the ICC Cricket World Cup in 2003, not to mention a 
number of successful, professional artists in Europe. 

Circus training has been shown to be an effective way to build 
self-confidence in young people. The value of teamwork and 
the drive to perfect a skill are invaluable in this amazing and 
variable sport. Students quickly attain a level of confidence 
and proficiency and are able to guide fellow students, further 
reinforcing their training and improving self-esteem. The joy of 
achievement is added to the thrill of adrenalin and the applause 
of an audience during displays to encourage the growth of self-
worth. 

Due to fluid nature of dreams being fulfilled and professionals 
spreading their wings, the circus club is small at present. 
However, new members are always welcome. Whether the 
interest is in working to turn professional or merely to enjoy an 
inspiring and unique sport, the club welcomes those between 
the ages of 10 and 65. For those interested in joining in the 
club, please contact Marina resident Lloyd Sanderson on 
circusworkshop@gmail.com.

Channon Sanderson
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MARINA DA GAMA OFFICE
Shop 8, Eastlake Centre

EastlakeDrive, Marina da Gama
Mon, Wed, Friday 8:30am - 1pm

Phone/Fax: 021 788 3311
info@mdga.co.za

web: www.mdga.co.za
Office Manager: Marcia Fritz

Executive Committee
CHAIR PERSON / PROJECTS 

Boudje Giljam
chairperson@mdga.co.za

TREASURER / CONSTITUTION 
Cheryl Philip

 treasurer@mdga.co.za

SECURITY / STREET REPS
Dieter Dolinschek

security@mdga.co.za

STANDARDS 
Peter Cawood

standards@mdga.co.za

PARKS 
Toni Joubert

parks@mdga.co.za

UITSIG / OPERATIONS 
STRATEGY & PLANNING 

Lathif Gafoor
uitsig@mdga.co.za

EXCOM@WORK
Geraldine Goldblatt

excom-at-work@mdga.co.za

ICT 
Jimmy Fitzpatrick
ict@mdga.co.za

MARINA NEWS 
Susan Haywood

 marinanews@mdga.co.za

WATERWAYS / ZPAAC 
Angus Hemp

waterways@mdga.co.za

EVENTS
Trishanta Naidu

events@mdga.co.za

NOTICEBOARD 
noticeboard@mdga.co.za

GUARDIANS
guardians@mdga.co.za

Archcom
CHAIR PERSON 

Alan Hepple
archcom@mdga.co.za

EXCOM REPRESENTATIVE 
Peter Cawood

standards@mdga.co.za

ARCHITECT 
Eduardo Nunes

vrietman@worldonline.co.za

World labyrinth Day / 
Friends of Park Island 
Arbour Day
A labyrinth is a neutral meeting gound for 
people of all ages, diverse backgrounds, 
beliefs and religious traditions.

For many years Pam and I dreamed of 
creating such a space on Park Island as 
a quiet, meditative destination. The space 
could also be an environmental educational 
experience, if planted out with endemic 
species of value. A few years ago we planted 
trees in the area to make the site more 
sheltered and applied to the Rowland and Leta 
Hill Trust for funding.

We were not awarded the funding that year but 
were inspired by a story in the Echo of Koos 
Burger who had ‘carved’ a Labyrinth out of the 
local fynbos in Glencairn on the Rotary Camp 
Site. We went to experience his innovation 
and were enthused by his ‘natural’ approach to 
creating a labyrinth. So our dream was ignited 
and with guidance and encouragement from 
Koos and his wife Antionette, plus the nod of 
approval from the management at the GZENR, 
we began our very own creation using 
the natural fall of the land and the existing 
strandveld vegetation.

A Labyrinth has one entrance from which a 
single circuitous path leads to a central point. 
The exit is found by following the same path 
out from the centre. Between all our usual 
tasks on Park Island it took us and our team 
of 3 guys, (working 12 hours a week) three 
months to complete and was an uplifting 
labour of love after the usual litter clean-ups. 

Our Labyrinth still needed to be ‘planted out’ 
appropriately so we chose to combine our 
annual Arbour Day with World Labyrinth Day to 
give our Marina Community an opportunity to 
get involved and assist us in purchasing and 
planting the 300 shrubs @ R20 each that we 
had ordered. Saturday 7th of May was the day, 
which sadly turned out to be very windy so the 
turnout was not as good as expected. Despite 
this, 188 plants were bought and planted on 
the day.

Further advertising enabled us to sell all the 
remaining plants. Some might have ended up 
in Marina gardens, but the bulk were planted 
in the labyrinth over the following couple of 
weeks.

Many thanks to all who contributed. We hope 
you will enjoy witnessing the ‘space’ as it 
evolves and respect and enjoy walking ‘the 
path’.

Cherry Giljam and Pam Hepple

Lou-May, Helen, Cherry and other Marina 
residents participating in planting activities.

Below: Nimrod with his eldest son Lilitha 
who has assisted on Arbour day for the past 
3 years

David and Marjana purchased the greatest 
number of plants on the day and personally 
planted each one.
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